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This paper studies in detail the order of firings, especially their recurrence properties, 
specified by computation graphs. The order of firings in a computation graph may be 
expressed by a change diagram which is, so to speak, a kind of non-labelled partially ordered 
graph. The regularity and ultimately dead edges are defined from the viewpoint of the order of 
firings. The ultimately dead edges are those which are ultimately redundant in specifying the 
order of firings. Briefly, a regular and only a regular strongly connected computation graph 
has the bounded queue property, except for redundant edges. A necessary and sufftcient 
condition for a computation graph to be regular and an algorithm to decide the regularity are 
presented. Also a necessary and sufficient condition for a change diagram o be realized by a 
live marked graph is given. 
Many studies of parallel computation models have been devoted to finding those 
which can effectively describe the flow of parallel executable instructions and still 
have behaviors which are simple and clear so that some decision or synthesis 
problems may be easily solved. Some of the models use tokens to control the order of 
the firings, or the computations, and there are some comparative studies of those 
models [ 1,6-lo]. Usually, high descriptive power may be obtained at the sacrifice of 
clarity of behavior. For instance, Petri nets [ 141 and vector replacement systems 
possess high descriptive power but also their behaviors are so complicated that no 
algorithm for some of the important decision problems has yet been found. The 
behavior of computation graphs [4,5], simpler than the previous two, are not simple 
enough to decide, for instance, the reachability of states. 
This paper studies the computation graphs from a different approach, that is, 
directly from the order of firings itself rather than through the token counts over the 
edges. Thus the order of firings of a computation graph is completely represented by 
a kind of partially ordered graph called “the change diagram” originally used in 
semimodular circuit theory [ 11, 121. Regularity and ultimately dead edges of 
computation graphs are defined in the paper. Briefly, ultimately dead edges are those 
which are ultimately redundant in specifying the order of firings. It is shown that 
regularity is a necessary and sufficient condition for a strongly connected 
computation graph to have the bounded queue property if the queues on the 
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ultimately dead edges are ignored. Thus, if we ignore the token counts over the 
ultimately dead edges, some of the decision problems such as the reachability, the 
finiteness and the equivalence of firing sequences [6] become solvable in regular 
strongly connected computation graphs. The elimination of the ultimately dead edges 
may be justified by the fact that computation graphs are usually used to denote the 
order of firings but not to denote the token counts over edges. It is also verified that 
the order of firings in a general computation graph is ultimately periodic if and only 
if it is regular. A necessary and sufficient condition for regularity and an algorithm to 
decide regularity are given. Marked graphs are always regular. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for a change diagram to be realized by a live marked graph is 
obtained. The results provide a deep understanding of the behavior of the 
computation graphs and change diagrams. 
1. COMPUTATION GRAPHS AND CHANGE DIAGRAMS 
DEFINITION 1.1. A computation graph G is a triple (J, E, Q) such that 
(1) J is a finite set {a, p,...,} of nodes; 
(2) E is a set {d, e,...,} c J x J of edges; 
(3) Q is a set {(Td, U,, IV,); dE E), where T,, U, and W, are non-negative 
integers with T, > W,. 
Thus (J, E) is a directed graph in the usual sense, called the underlying directed 
graph of G. The parameters of an edge d = (a, /_?) may be interpreted as follows: 
T,: the threshold giving the minimum number of tokens which permits the firing of 
B* 
U,: the number of tokens added to the edge d when the node a fires. 
W,: the number of tokens removed from the edge d when the node p fires. 
The set of mappings from E to N = (0, 1, 2,...,} will be denoted by NE and the 
image of d E E under A E NE will be written as A,. The elements of NE are the states 
of G and A, is the token count of d under A. 
A node a is fireable under a state A when A, > T, holds for each d which is an 
incoming edge of a. The firing of a node consists of taking off W, tokens from each 
incoming edge d and adding U, tokens to each outgoing edge e. F(A) denotes the set 
of lireable nodes under a state A. A state A is stable when F(A) is empty. Let 6 
denote a mapping from J x 2’ to (0, 1) defined by 6(a, S) = 1 or 0 depending on 
whether a E S or not. For subset S c F(A), define @(A, S) E NE as 
@(A, S), = A, + 6(a, S) U, - S@, S) W, for d=(a,/?)EE. 
A +s B will be used to denote B = @(A, S) and read “A is led to B by firing of the 
nodes of S.” 
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A sequence S( 1) S(2) a a a s(m) . -. of non-empty subsets of J is a firing sequence 
w.r.t. A if there exists a sequence of states A =A(O)A(l) ..a A(m) ..a so that 
A(m) --?m+‘) A(m + 1) holds for any possible m. In this case S( 1) S(2) ... S(m) .. . 
and A( . . . A(m) . . . are called admissible and A +S”‘A(l) -,‘(*) . . . +S(m’ 
A(m)-hScmtl) . . . is also called a firing sequence. For a firing sequence S* = S( 1) ... 
S(m) w.r.t. A, extend the mapping @ recursively as follows: 
@(A, S*) = @(@(A, S(1) ... S(m - l)), S(m)). A +s* B will be used to denote 
B = @(A, S*). The mapping 6 is also extended as follows: For a sequence 
s* = S(1) ..* S(m) of subsets of J and a node a, @a, S*) = &a, S( 1)) + ... + 
~?(a, S(m)). A node a terminates if there exists a sufficiently large number M so that. 
for any firing sequence S*, &a, S*) <M holds. A computation graph terminates if 
all nodes terminate. A computation graph is strongly connected if the underlying 
directed graph of it is strongly connected and a computation graph is normal’ if 
every node has an incoming edge and (a, a) 65 E for every a E J. A computation 
graph with Td = U, = W, = 1 for every edge d is a marked graph. 
It should be noted that every normal computation graph has directed circuits. It 
will also be easily verified that the computing power of a computation graph is not 
reduced even if the condition of normality is imposed. In fact if there exist self-loops 
in an original computation graph then we only have to add one dummy node to each 
self-loop edge in order to obtain a normal computation graph which computes the 
same function as the original one. 
Notation. Let P be a partially ordered set. Two elements a and b of P are 
comparable if either a < b or b < a holds. Otherwise a and b are non-comparable. If 
a < b and no c of P satisfies a < c < b then b is said to cover a. The set (a E P; b 
covers a) will be written as I’(b, <). A sequence a(l), u(2),..., a(m),..., of elements of 
P is a covering chain if a(m + 1) covers a(m) for every m. 
P may be considered as a directed graph, named a partially ordered graph, where 
the nodes are the elements of P and the edges are the covering relations. A partially 
ordered graph is acyclic. 
Let (J, E) be a directed graph. If d = (a, /?) E E then the node a is said to be 
connected to p, A path is a sequence d(1) d(2) e.. d(m) such that 
d(i) = (di, ai+ 1 ) E E for 1 < i < m. A simple path is a path in which no node appear 
more than once. If there exists a path from a to /I (a #/.?), then there also is a simple 
path from a to /I. A directed circuit is a path d(l)d(2) ... d(m) (m > 2) with 
d(i)=@,, a,+,), o,=a,+, andai#ajif 1 <i<j<m+l. 
DEFINITION 1.2. J denotes a finite set of elements called nodes and p the set of 
natural numbers { 1,2,...,}. Assume that C c J X N” is a partially ordered set with an 
ordering <. (Z, <) is a change diagram with nodes J when: 
’ The restriction (a, a) b? E for every a E J may be inessential, however, this will be imposed to make 
this paper simple and clear. 
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(cl) For each [a, m] E X, there is only a finite number of [p, k] E Z such that 
VI, kl< [a, ml. 
(~2) If [a, m] is an element of Z then [a, l],..., [a, m - l] are also elements of 
Z and [a, I] < [a, 21 < ..a ( [a, m - I] < [a, m]. The elements of Z are called the 
changes. Examples of the change diagram are shown in Figs. l-4. 
For a change diagram (I;, <) and an element [a, m] E Z, define J$_1= 
{ [8, kl E Z [8, kl> [a, ml 1. T wo changes [a, m] and [a, m’], m’ > m, are similar, 
written [a, m] - [a, m’], if there exist constant integers c(a, /I) for the nodes p E J 
such that 
(ho) c(a, a) = m’ - m; 
(hl) [p, n] > [a, m] if and only if p, n + c(a,P)] > [a, m + c(a, a)]; 
(h2) [y, k] > Ip, n] > [a, m] if and only if 
[y, k + c(a, v)] > [P, n + c(a, P)] > [a, m + c(o, a)]. 
Conditions (hl) and (h2) imply that the mapping of CIa,mi to ZIa,,,,, defined by 
WI - Go,~+cWW is bijective and order preserving, respectively. The 
relation - is an equivalence relation called the similarify relation. Denote by [a, m]* 
the equivalence class of [a, m], hereafter referred to as the similarity class of [a, m]. 
Write a a/? when [a, m] - [a, m’], m # m’, and [a, m] < [/_I, k] for some m, m’, k 
and a 5 /I otherwise. Then, from the definition of c(a, /3), c(a, /I) may be arbitrarily 
chosen for /3 when a ~4 /.I. Therefore we shall define c(a, p) = 0 for such /3. Let a o /I 
denote a =S p and /3 * a, and J(a) = {p; a a/3}. Z is finite if the number of similarity 
classes of C is finite. 
Any change diagram may be considered to be a marked graph with possibly 
infinitely many nodes. To make the point clear we need one more element named 
START such that START is less than any element of Z. Z’U {START} is also a 
partially ordered set in <. Let (Z U {START}, E) be a directed graph of which edges 
are the covering relations as stated in Notation and let (Z U {START}, E, Q) be a 
marked graph. The extended marked graphs will be called “the cumulative marked 
graphs.” Figures I(c) and 2(c) illustrate them. The cumulative marked graph may 
have infinitely many nodes and is always acyclic. Put exactly one token on each 
outgoing edge of START, then (.Z, <) denotes the order of firings performed in the 
cumulative marked graph. Secondly, consider the similarity classes C/- described in 
Definition 1.2. Define a binary relation -+ over Z* = Z/- U {START} as follows: 
[a, m]* -+ [/_?, k]* whenever an element of [/I, k] * covers an element of [a, m]* in 
(& 4. 
START + [a, I]* whenever [a, 1 ] is minimal in (Z, <). 
Let (Z*, E*) denote the directed graph and let (Z*, E*, Q*) be a marked graph. 
Figures l(d) and 2(d) illustrate the situation. Then the marked graph may produce 
the same firing sequences as the cumulative marked graph if the similarity elements 









(a) (b) (Cl Cd) 
FIG. I. (a) Regular and non-terminating computation graph. (b) Change diagram. (c) Cumulative 
marked graph. (d) Z*. 
are identified and tokens are suitably placed. If E is finite then the marked graph 
consists of a finite number of nodes. A complete formalization of it will be done in a 
second paper. 
In the change diagram of Fig. 4, [a, l] & [a, 21, [a, 2]- [a, 31 and [p, l] - [fi, 21. 
Therefore C/- consists of three similarity classes and Z is finite. The change diagram 
of Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 consists of three or four similarity classes, respectively. However, 
that of Fig. 3 is not finite. 
START START 
[a,11 
0 (2,1,2) I 










(a) (b) ii) Cdl 
FIG. 2. (a) Regular and terminating computation graph. (b) Change diagram. (c) Cumulative 
marked graph. (d) Z*. 





FIG. 3. (a) Non-regular computation graph. (b) Change diagram. 
(cl 
FIG. 4. (a) Marked graph with an ultimately dead edge. (b) Change diagram in the relation --t”. (c) 
Change diagram in the covering relation. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let (C, 9) be a change diagram with nodes J and la, ml - 
Ia, m + c(a, a)1 with c(a, y), yE J, for [a, m] EC. Zf [p, m’] >, [a, m] then 
[/I. m’ 1 - [/I, m’ + c(a, p)] with c@?, y), y E J, defined as c@, y) = c(a, 7) for y E J. 
Proof. This follows directly from Definition 1.2. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let (C, <) be a change diagram with nodes J and [a, m 1 E C. If 
[a,m]-[a,k] for some kfm, then let m’=min(k>m; [a,k]-[a,m\} and let 
[a, m J - [a, m’ 1 with {c(a, fi); /? E J}. Then c(a) E NJ defined as c(a)B = c(a, B) is the 
cycle of [a, ml*. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that c(a) does not depend on the choice 
of the elements of [a, m] *. The cycle of [a, m]* will also be referred as the cycle of 
a. For convenience define c(a) = 0 if [a, ml 4 [a, m’ 1 for any m # m’. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (C,<) be a change diagram with nodes J. 
(1) Zf a *p and c(a), c(p) are the cycles of a, p, respectively, then c(p) = kc(a) 
for an integer k, furthermore if a o p then c@) = c(a). 
(2) .X isfinite $and only ifeither [a, ml - [a, m’] for some m’ # m or max(m: 
la,mjEC)<ooforeachaEJ. 
Proof: These follow from Lemma 1.1. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a 
state of G. A change diagram (Xc, <) is called the change diagram of G w.r.t. A when 
it satisfies the following conditions: (1) ,X is a subset of J X h@ such that C = ( [a, m]: 
&a, S*) = m for some firing sequence S* w.r.t. A}, (2) an order la, ml < [/I, m’ I 
exists in the change diagram if and only if SCp, S*) < m’ hold for any firing sequence 
S* such that 6(a, S*) < m. A computation graph is regular if the change diagram of 
it is finite. The regularity will be discussed in detail in Section 5. 
2. CHANGE DIAGRAMS OF MARKED GRAPHS 
In this section, an algorithm to find the change diagram of a marked graph will be 
described. Also, so-called “liveness” and other properties will be interpreted in the 
terminology of change diagrams. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A marked graph is live w.r.t. a state A if every node can be 
made fireable through some sequence of firings. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of [2]). Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal 
marked graph. Then G is live w.r.t. a state A if and only iffor any directed circuit 
d( 1) d(2) ..a d(m) of G there exists d E {d, ,..., d,} so that A, > 0. Zf G is live w.r.t. A 
and A +‘* B for a firing sequence S* then G is live w.r.t. B. 
?71’22!1 2 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a marked graph and A E NE. Define a 
binary relation +” over J x p as follows: For every d = (a, /I) E E define 
[a, ml -J+ I$, m + Ad] 
and 
[a, m] A [a, m + l] forall m> 1. 
Thus J X N” is considered a non-labeled directed graph in the usual sense. Let 
[a, m] QA [8, k] denote either [a, m] = [fi, k] or that there exists a path [a, m] = 
[a,, m,] +” [a2, 4 -4 --- -8 lo, k] in the directed graph. 
LEMMA 2.2. A normal marked graph G = (J, E, Q) is live w.r.t. a state A if and 
only if the set J x p is partially ordered by &. 
Proof: Let d(1) d(2) ... d(m) be a directed circuit with d(i) = ((xi, ai+ ,) for 
l<i<m. Then for any ni>l, [al,nl]+A [aZ,n,]+A...+A [a,+,,n,+,]= 
[ al, n,,,+,], where nlfl =n, +Adtij, 1 <i< m. Clearly n, =n,+, if and only if 
A,,, = 0, 1 < i < m. Thus it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the asymmetric law with 
Ga holds if and only if G is live w.r.t. A. Since the other two laws always hold, the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. A. 
If [a,n]EJXh@, p,m]EJXN”, a #p, and [p, m] covers [a, n] in &, then 
[a, n] -c’ [/3, m] and so d = (a, /3) E E. 
Proof Direct consequence of Definition 2.2 and Lemma 2.2. 
The marked graph of Fig. 4 demonstrates that the converse of the previous lemma 
fails to hold. Though the relation [a, 1 ] 4 [y, 21 exists, [y, 21 fails to cover [a, 1 ] 
because [a, I] -# @, 219 [y, 21 holds. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. a 
state A. Let [a,n]EJxp, [p,m]EJX@ and [P,m] cover [a,n] in &. If 
S* = S(1) ... S(k) is a $ring sequence w.r.t. A such that &a, S*) < n, then 
S(p, S*) < m. 
Proo$ In the case of a =/I, m = n + 1 and the lemma holds. Assume a # /.I then 
m = n + A, with d 1 (a, p) E E. Let j = &/3, S*). If j = 0 then clearly 6(/I, S*) < m. 
Let p be an integer such that S@, S( 1)) + ..a + S@I, S(p)) =j - 1 and 
&/I, S(p + 1)) = 1. That is, /3 is fireable under the state @(A, S(1) ... S(p)). This 
means the token count of the edge d = (a, /I) under the state @(A, S( 1) .a. S(p)) is 
positive. Thus, 0 < @(A, S(1) ... S(P))~ = A, + {&a, S(1)) + .a. + &a, S(p))} - 
{&?,S(1))+...+6(p,S(p))}<A,+n-j, and soj<A,+n=m. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. 
astuteA. Let [cr,n]~J~iV”, [/3,m]EJxN”and [a,n]<. [P,m].IfS* isafiring 
sequence so that &a, S*) < n then &/I, S*) < m. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. a 
state A. Let [a, n] E JX p and S * be a firing sequence w.r.t. A such that 
6(a, S*) = n - 1. Then a is ftreable under the state @(A, S*) if and only if 
W, S*) > mfor ah [P, m] E P([a, n], <,) 
Proof Let S* be a firing sequence w.r.t. A such that 6(a, S*) = n - 1. (“Only if’ 
condition): Assume that a is fireable under @(A, S*) then S*a is also a firing 
sequence with &a, S*a) = n and so by Lemma 2.4 SW, S*) > m for all 
[j?, m] E r([a, n], <,). (“If condition): Assume that S@, S*) > m for all 
[/?, m] E r([a, n], G,). It should be verified that @(A, S*), > 0 for all incoming edges 
d = (y, a) of a. Let d = (y, a) be one of the incoming edges of a. If n -A,, ,< 0 then 
@(A,S*),>A,-(n-l)>0 because 6(a,S*)=n-1. Assume n-A,>0 then 
[‘~,n-A,l+” [ a, n an ] d [ so y, n -Ad] GA [a, n]. Let [p, m] E r([a, n], &) such that 
Iv, n -Ad] GA [P, m] G.,, [a, n]. Since SW, S*> > m, 6(y, S*> > n -A, by 
Corollary 2.1, and then @(A, S*), = A, + 6(y, S*) - 6(a, S*) > A, + n -- 
A,-(n- I)= 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. a 
state A. Then (J x No, <,) is the change diagram of G w.r.t. A. 
Proof By Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.1, we only have to show that if 
b”;,“l GL$~s;; :““,” th ere exists a firing sequence S* w.r.t. A such that 6(a, S*) < n 
[p’, m’] <,‘I/?, m:}. Th 
Assume [a, n] Q, [P, ml. Then [a,n]g {[P’,m’l; 
ere ore f we may construct a firing sequence S* such that 
SW, S*) = m and &a, S*) < n, by repeatedly applying Lemma 2.5 to the set 
iIP3m’l; lP3m’1G Km11 f rom the minimal points of it to [p, m]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G = (J, E, Q) be normal marked graph which is live w.r.t. a 
state A and (J x No, <,) be the change diagram of G w.r.t. A. Then, for any a E J, 
[a. 11 - [a, 21 with cycle c(a) such that c(a,P) = 1 for p E J(a). 
Proof. To prove the lemma, it suffkes to show that [a, n] &, [/I, m] if and only if 
[a, n + l] Ga [a, m + I]. Supposing that [a, n] GA PO, m], then there exists a covering 
chain Ia, nl = [P(O), m(o)], [B(l), m(l)],..., [P(k), m(k)] = [P, m] with d(i) = ~(~), 
p(i+ l))EE, 1 <i<k- 1, and Ado, = m(i + 1) - m(i) by Lemma 2.3. Then 
[a, n + l] -+A [p(l), m(1) + l] +A ... +A [P(k), m(k) + l] = [/3. m + I] and so 
[a, n + 1 ] GA [/I, m + 11. The converse is similar. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (J x h@, <) be a change diagram. Then (J X fl, <) is the 
change diagram of a normal marked graph tf and only I$ for any a E J. 
(a, 1 1 - [a, 2 ] with cycle c(a) such that c(a, B) = 1 for P E J(a). 
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ProojI The “only if’ condition being proved in the previous lemma, we only 
consider the “if’ condition. Assume that (J X iV’, <) is a change diagram such that, 
for any a E J, [a, 1 ] - [a, 21 with cycle c(a) such that c(a, /I) = 1 for /I E J(a). 
Define (a, p) E E and Ata,Bj = m - II when [/I, m] covers [a, n]. It may be easily seen 
that 4a.b) is a uniquely determined non-negative integer and G = (J, E, Q) is a 
normal marked graph (Td = U, E W, = 1 are, of course, assumed for any d E E). 
Then, clearly, the change diagram of w.r.t. A constructed from Definition 2.2 
coincides with the given (J x N”, <). 
3. CHANGE DIAGRAMS OF COMPUTATION GRAPHS 
In this section we shall be concerned with the change diagrams of computation 
graphs. The results of the section are extensions of those of the last section and the 
basic techniques are similar. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a 
state. A binary relation J over J x p is defined as follows: Define, each 
d = (a,P) E E with W, # 0, a function v(a,j?) by v(a,/?)(m) = max(0, 
](4 - Td + m~JlK+] + l]‘, where m ranges over N = { 0, 1,2 ,..., }. When W, = 0 
let u(a,@(m) = 1 if A, - Td + mU, > 0 and 0 otherwise. Then [a, m + l] -# 
[p, u(a, j?)(m) + l] whenever v(a, P)(m) < u(a, /3)(m + 1) for every d = (a, /I) E E and 
m EN, and also [a, m] +* [a, m + 1 ] for all a E J and m E N. Define, for later use, 
s(a,/?,A)=min{m> 1; u(a,/3)(m)> I}. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a state. 
If [a(l), m(l)+ l]-+* [a(2), m(2)+ I]-+* .a+ -+* [a(n>, m(n)+ l]-” [a(l), 
m( 1) + I] hold then for any firing sequence S*, &a(i), S*) < m(i). 
Proof. Supose that there exists a tiring sequence S* so that &a(i), S*) > m(i) + 1 
for some i. Assume with no loss of generality that &a(j), S*) < m(j) for any j # i. 
Since &a(i), S*) > 1, the token count of the edge d = (a(i - l), a(i)) under @(A, S*) 
is not less than T, - W,. Thus, Td - W, <A, - 6(a(i), S*) W, + 6(a(i - I), S*) 
U,, < A, - (m(i) + 1) W, + m(i - 1) U,. If W, # 0 then m(i) < (Ad - Td + m(i - 1) 
U,)/W,. On the other hand since [a(i- l), m(i- 1) + l] -F* [a, (i), m(i) + 11, 
m(i) = [(Ad - T, + m(i - 1) U,)/W,] + 1, this is a contradiction. If W, = 0 then 
T,<A,+m(i- 1) U, and so u(a(i - l), a(i))(m(i - 1)) = 1 = u(a(i - l), 
a(i))(m(i - 1) + l), this is a contradiction. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a 
state. Define [a, n] GA [/I, m] as in Definition 2.2. [a, n] is cyclic if either 
[aV n] <A [A m] &!I [a, n] for some 1p, m] # [a, n] or n > v(y, a) + 1 when 
d = (y, a) E E with U, = 0. If [a, n] QA [p, m] and [a, n] is a cyclic element then 
2 [x] denotes the greatest integer not greater than x for a real number x. 
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[/?, m] is a non-ordered element. Any cyclic element is a non-ordered element. Let 
C(A) denote the set {[a, n] E J X fl; [a, n] is not a non-ordered element}. Clearly 
X(A) is partially ordered with Qa. 
In the computation graph of Fig. 2, we have [p, 21 -+A [a, 4]-# [p, 21 and so both 
Ip. 2 1 and [a, 4 1 are cyclic elements. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a state. 
Let [a, n] E C(A), [/3, m] E Z(A) and [p, m] cover [a, n] in GA. rfS* = S(I) ... S(k) 
is a firing sequence w.r.t. A such that &a, S*) < n then S(p, S*) < m. 
Proof In the case a = ,t3 or SW, S*) = 0, the lemma is clear. Assume a # p and 
S@‘. S*) > 0. Then d = (a,P) E E and m - 1 = u(a, /?)(n - 1) by Definition 3.1. 
Assume m=l, then u(a,/I)(n-l)=O and so A,-T,+(n-l)U,<O. Since 
@(A. S(1) ... S(P))~ <A, + (n - 1) U, for any p < k, /I is not lireable under any 
state @(A, S( 1) ... S(p)) for p < k, this contradicts SW, S*) > 0. Thus we have m > 2 
and so W, # 0 and u(a, /3)(n - 1) > 1, which imply m - 1 = [(Ad - Td + 
(n- l)U,/W,]+ 1. Let j=S@,S*) and p be the integer such that S@?, S( 1) ... 
S(p)) = j - 1 and @, S(p + 1)) = 1. That is, p is Iireable under the state 
@(A, S( 1) ... S(p)). Therefore 
7-d < @(A, S(1) ... S(P))~ 
=A,+o(a,S(l)... S(P)) u, - SC03 S(1) ... S(P)) W, 
<A,+(n-l)U,-(j-l)W,, 
and from this it follows that 
j<(A,-TT,+(n--l)U,)/W,+l 
~[(Ad-7’d+(n-l)U,)/W,]+1+l=m-l+l==m. 
The proofs of the following lemma and theorem are similar to those of Lemma 2.5 
and Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation.graph and A be a state. 
Let Ia, n ] E Z(A) and S* be a firing sequence w.r.t. A such that 6(a, S*) = n - 1. 
Then a is Jireable under the state @(A, S*) if and only if S@, S*) > m hold for all 
IP, ml E JXla, nl, <,). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a 
state. Then (X(A), <,) is the change diagram of G w.r.t. A. 
The change diagram of the computation graph Fig. 2(a) is that of Fig. 2(b). 
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4. QUEUE LENGTHS 
In this section, a weighted sum of queue length will be introduced and three 
important lemmas will be verified. The first one is a clearer presentation of 
Theorem 13 of [4], the second one is Theorem 9 of [4] with a different proof method 
and the third one is a new result. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and g denote 
a path d( 1) d(2) . .- d(m) of (5, E). If IV,,,, # 0 for 1 < i ,< m then define 
x(g) = UdU) *** &0Pl)lI%) .** W&PI)’ If g is a directed circuit with d(i) = (ai, ai+ i), 
U,,,, # 0 for 1 < i < m then assign to each d(i) a rational number o[d(i)] as follows: 
Now consider the sum for a given state A: 
f(g, a,, A) = cMl))(&,,, - TdClj + 1) + ... + cMm))(&(,, - Tdtrnj + 1). 
When a, is understood or a result does not depend on the choice of (x1, it will be 
abbreviated as f( g, A). 
Note. If B is a state after each node of g has fired once or more from an initial 
state, then B,,i, > Td(i) - IV,,,, always holds for each i, that is f(g, B) cannot be 
smaller than a certain constant number. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and g be a 
directed circuit d( 1) d(2) ..a d(m) with d(i) = (a,, ai+ ,), U,(i) # 0 and Wd,i, # 0 for 
1 < i < m. Let us assume that, for some i, ai is jlreable under a state A and 
B = @(A, ai). Then 
f(g,a,,B)=f(g9a,,A) for if 1, 
f(s,o,,B)=f(g,oi,A) + u&l - l/x(g)) for i= 1. 
Proof: Assuming i # 1 then B,+ 1j = A,(i_ 1) - Wd,i_ I), B,(i) = A,(i) + U,(i) and, 
for j + i - 1, i, B,,,) = Adcn. Therefore 
f(g, a,,B)-f(g,a,,A)=w(d(i- l))(Bd(i-l) -A,,i-1,) + 44W&+,,, -A,(i,>=O. 
Assume now i = 1. Then BdCml = Ad(,,,) - Wd(,,,), B,(,, = A,(,, + U,,,, and 
B d(,j = A,,,,for j # 1, m. Therefore 
fk,al,B)-f(g,a19A) 
= WdU) *** Wd(ftl- I,Pd,2, *** ~dCm,)( - Wdd + 1 * Ed,,, 
= - ~cf,,,/xw + Ed,,,. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and g be a 
directed circuit d( 1) d(2) a -. d(m). Zf x(g) < 1 then every node of g can fire only a 
finite number of times in any firing sequence. 
Pro@ If x(g) = 0 then U,(i) = 0 for some i and clearly g is terminating. We 
assume that U,,,, +O for 1 < i < m. Suppose that a node a of g fires infinitely many 
times in some firing sequence A, -+‘(‘) A, +‘(‘) -. . -+ ‘o-” A, --?) . . . , then every 
node of g also fire infinitely many times in the firing sequence. Since x(g) < 1, this 
means f( g, a, A,) + - 03(n -+ ao) by Lemma 4.1. However, this contradicts the Note. 
Conversely if x(g) > 1 and the computation graph is non-terminating then the 
token counts over g will increase infinitely by Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 43. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph such that 
,I$ g) > 1 for every directed circuit g of G. Zf A is a state such that f (g, A) > 0 for 
every g and A, > Td for d with W, = 0, then G is non-terminating w.r.t.A. 
Proof. To prove the lemma it suffices to show that some node is tireable under A. 
Suppose that all nodes of J are not lireable under A. Take any node /I of J. Since /I is 
not lireable, we may find an incoming edge d = (p’, /3) such that B, - Td < 0. 
Furthermore since p’ is not lireable either, we may find an incoming edge 
d’ = (pll, p’) such that A,, - Td, < 0. By continuing this process, we may determine a 
directed circuit g: d(1) d(2) ... d(m) such that A,,,, - Tdti) < 0 for 1 < i < m. Then it 
follows that f (g, A) < 0 and this is a contradiction. 
~.REGULARITY AND ULTIMATELY DEAD EDGES 
In this section a recursive property of the rational numbers will be verified first. 
Then the ultimately dead edges will be defined. Some queue properties of the regular 
computation graphs will be discussed at the end of the section. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for a computation graph to be regular and an algorithm to 
determine the regularity will be given. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let v be a function from N = (0, l,..., } to the set of integers. 
When v(m + k) - v(m) = v(m’ + k) - v(m’) holds for all k E N, m and m’ are called 
v-similar, written as m mu m’. The relation v-similar is an equivalence relation. For a 
fixed integer m E N, the integer min{m’ - m; m < m’ and m’ mu m) is a cycle of v. If 
m--“ml then m+k-” m’ + k for any k E N, and so the cycle is unique. In the 
following, we shall be concerned with a function v such as v(m) = [ma + b] or 
v(m) = max(0, [ma + b]} for two rational numbers a > 0 and b. 
The following two lemmas, which may be intuitively clear, deal with a periodic 
property of the rational numbers. 
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Let k” be the minimum positive integer such that either 
v(m + k’ + k”) > u(m + k’) (D) 
or 
u(m’ + k’ + k”) > u(m’ + k’) (E) 
holds. Then. either 
b,m+k’+k”]A [p,v(m+k’+k”- l)+ 11 F) 
or 
[a,m’+k’+k”+ [/3,u(m’+k’+k”- 1)+ l] (G) 
holds. Then it follows from (A) that both (F) and (G) hold simultaneously. Since 
v(m+k’+k”-l)=u(m+k’) and v(m’ + k’ + k” - 1) = v(m’ + k’), [a, m’ + 
k’ + k” - 11 +A [p, u(m’ + k’) + l] = [& u(m + k’) + c + 1 ] by (A). Thus we have 
c = (m’ + k’) - v(m + k’), contradicts (B) and (C). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph, A be a state 
and (C(A), <) be the change diagram of G w.r.t. A. Zf [a, m] N [a, m’] in (X(A), <), 
d = (a, p) E E with W, # 0 and U, # 0 and m’ > m > s(a, B, A) then m ~v(a*B’ m’, 
and u(a, /3)(m’) - u(a, p)(m) = (m’ - m) U,/ W, E N. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph, A be a state 
and (.X(A), <) be the change diagram of G. w.r.t. A. An edge d = (a,/?) E E is 
ultimately dead w.r.t. A if there exists an integer n, such that [a, n] 6? T([p, k], <) for 
any n > n, and k E N. 
For instance the edge (a, y) of Fig. 4 is an ultimately dead edge. The ultimately 
dead edges are ultimately redundant in specifying the order of firings. If W, = 0 or 
U, = 0 then d is ultimately dead. The following two lemmas describe properties of the 
ultimately dead edges. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph. Zf for an edge 
d = (a,/3) E E with W, # 0 and U, # 0 there exists a simple path d(1) d(2) ... d(m) 
with d(i) = (ai_, , ai), WdCi, + 0, UdCi, # 0, a = a, and /? = a, (m > 2) such that 
UCilW, > Ud(I) *.* UdCfn,/WdCl) .** Wd(l?l,, then d is ultimately dead w.r.t. any state. 
Proof: Let d= (a,P) be such an edge and A = U,,,, ... UdCm,/WdCl, 0.. Wd(,,,). Let 
A be a state and (C(A), <) be the change diagram of G w.r.t. A. If p is terminating 
w.r.t. A then of course d is ultimately dead. Assume both a and B are non-terminating 
w.r.t. A. Let M be a sufficiently large integer so that v(y, 6)(k) < u(y, 6)(k + M) hold 
for all d’ = (y, 6) E E and k E N. Let k, E N, k, = u(a, , a,)(k, + M - 1) + I,... . ki = 
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u(a,_1, a,)&_, + M- 1) + L..., k,=~(a,_,,a,)(k,_, +M- l)+ 1. Then it 
follows that 
[a, k,l = [a,, k,] Q [a,, k,] < a-. < [a,, &I = [P, km1 (A) 
ki=U(ai_l,ai)(ki_, +M- l)+ 1 
= [V&i--l) - Td(i--l) + tki-l +“- ‘1 ud(i)Ywd(i)l + ’+ l 
< Ci + ki- 1 ud,i,/wd,,, + 2, here 
ci= @d(i)- Td(i) + CM- ‘1 ud(t))lwdCi~* 
Therefore 
k,<c+k,A (B) 
c being a constant integer not depending on k’s. Now suppose that [a,,, k,] E 
I( [p, n], <) for some n. Then 
n=u(a,P)(ko--l)+l=[(A,-T,,+(k,-1) U,)/W,]+2>c’+k,U,IW,, (C) 
here c’ = (Ad - Td - U,)/ W,, + 1. By (A) and (C), k, > n > c’ + k,,U,l W,, and so 
c+k,d>c’+k,U,IW,from (B). Since U,,/W,-A>O, k,<(c-c’)(U,IW,-A), 
this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph, A be a state and 
(Z(A), <) be the change diagram of it w.r.tA. If d = (a, /3) is ultimately dead U, f 0, 
W, # 0 and both a and p are non-terminating then there exists a simple path 
consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges from a to p. 
Proof: Let n, be a sufficiently large integer such that if y E J(a), d = (y, 6) is 
ultimately dead and [a, n,] < [y, n] then [y, n] & I( [6, k], <) for k E N. Since a, /? are 
non-terminating, we may find n > n, and n’ such that [a, n] -tA [/3, n’]. Then, because 
[/?,n’]> [a,n] and @,n’] f ‘1 t al s o cover [a, n], there exists a covering chain [a, n] = 
[oO, n], [a,, n,],..., [ak, n,] = [p, n’], k > 2. This means d(i) = (ai_ r, ai) E E, 
1 <i<k and d(l)...d(k) is a path consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges 
from a to j?. Thus we may find a simple path in the lemma. 
The following results completely characterize the regularity. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph. If G is regular 
w.r.t.A then x(g) =x(h) for paths g, h whenever both consist of only non-ultimately 
dead edges, have a common start node and a common end node. 
Proof: Suppose that the change diagram (Z(A), <) of G w.r.t. A is finite. Let 
g: d(1) d(2) e.. d(m) b e a path consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges with 
d(i) = (ai_ 1, a,), a = a0 and a, = y. Every ai is non-terminating because every d(i) is 
not ultimately dead. There exist m’ > m such that [a, m] - [a, m’]. Let c(a) be the 
cycle of [a, m]*. For brevity, let d = d(m) and p = a,,,_, . Since d is not ultimately 
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dead, we may find n, n’ such that [p, n] E T([Y, n’], <) and [P, n] 2 [a, ml. Then 
IPY n + C(G P) 1 E r( [ y, n’ + ~(a, y)], <) and by Definition 3.1, n’ = I@, y)(n - 1) + 1 
and d + C(CZ, 7) = I@, y)(n + ~(a, /3) - 1) + 1. Thus we have, by Corollary 5.1, 
c(a, y) = ?.J(p, y)(n + c(a, P) - 1) - d$T r)(n - 1) = dG P) Ud/Wd (1) 
Sequentially applying (1) to g yields 
c(a, y) = (a, a,_*)x(d(m - 1) d(m)) = ... = c(a, a)x(g). 
Thus x(g) is uniquely determined by its start node and end node. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal computation graph and A be a 
state. G is regular w.r.t.A if and only if x(g) =x(h) for paths g, h whenever both 
consist of only non-ultimately dead edges, have a common start node and a common 
end node. 
Proof “Only if part” was verified in the previous lemma. Suppose that 
x(g) =x(h) for paths g, h whenever both consist of only non-ultimately dead edges, 
have a common start node and a common end node. Let a be a non-terminating node. 
We only have to show that [a, m] - [a, m’] for some m # m’. Let j? E J(a) be a non- 
terminating node, then by Lemma 5.4, there exists a simple path g consisting only of 
non-ultimately dead edges from a to p. Since x(g) is determined by a and p only, 
define x(a, j3) =x(g) for such p E J(a). On the other hand let e@) = min{m’ - m; 
m’ > m and m’ -c(b,V’ m for any non-ultimately dead outgoing edge d = (/3, y) of /I). 
That is, eu) is the least positive integer such that e@) U,lW, E N for any non- 
ultimately dead outgoing edge d of /3 by Lemma 5.1. Now define c(a, a) to be the 
least positive integer satisfying e(j?)j c(a, a) and c(a, a)x(a, /3) E N for any non- 
terminating ,8 E J(a). Also define c(a, /3) = c(a, a) x(a, p) for p E J(a). Clearly 
c(a, /3)x(/3, y) = c(a, a) x(a, p) x(/3, y) = c(a, a) x(a, 7) hold for any non-terminating 
/I E J(a) and y E J(j?). Let M be a sufficiently large integer such that if ,8 E J(a). 
d = (p, y) is ultimately dead and [/I, n] > [a, M] then [j?, n] @ T([y, k], <) for k E N. 
Hereafter we shall prove [a, M] - [a, M + c(a, a)] with cycle c(a) such that c(a), = 
da, P>. 
Assertion. [a, M] = [aO, m,] -9 [a,, m,] -+ ... + [a,, m,] is a covering 
and only if 
[a, M + c(a, a)] = [a, m, + c(a, a)] + [a,, m, + c(a, aI)] -+ e-9 
+ [a,, m, + c(a, a,)] 
chain if 
is a covering chain. We shall prove the assertion. By the choice of M, d = (a,,, a,) is 
not ultimately dead. Since e(a)] c(a, a), we have M - 1 _“(ao*“l) M + c(a, a) - 1 and 
u(a, a,)(M + c(a, a) - 1) - u(a, a,)(M - 1) = c(a, a) U,/ W, by Corollary 5.1. Here 
c(a, a) U,/ W, = c(a, a) x(a, a,) = c(a, al). Therefore it follows by putting k = 0 in 
Lemma 5.2, that ]a, M] -+ a,m,]ifandonlyif[a,M+c(a,a)]+[a,,m,+c(a,a,>]. [ 
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Secondly, since d(1) = ( a,, a*) is not ultimately dead and m, m”(a19a2) m, + c(a, a,), 
it may be verified by the same argument that [a,, m,] + [a2, m,] if and only if 
[a,, m, + c(o, a,)] + [a2, m, + c(a, a*)]. Thus the assertion may be inducted using 
the length of the chain. 
By the assertion it may be immediately seen that [a, M] N [a, M + c(a, a)] with 
cycle c(a). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G = (J, E, Q) be a normal strongly connected computation 
graph and A be a state. Then G is regular w.r.tA if and only ifx(g) = 1 for every 
directed circuit g consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges. 
Proof Suppose that G is regular w.r.t. A and g is a directed circuit consisting 
only of non-ultimately dead edges. Then, by the previous theorem, x(g) =x( gg) = 
x(g)’ and so x(g) = 1. Conversely, suppose that x(g) = 1 for any directed circuit g 
consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges and h, and h, are paths consisting only 
of non-ultimately dead edges such that both have, a common start node a and 
common end node ,8. Since G is strongly connected and a, p are non-terminating, 
there exists a path h, consisting only of non-ultimately dead edges from p to a. Then 
x(h, h3) = x(h, h3) = 1 because both consist of one or more directed circuits. Thus we 
have x(h,) =x(h,) and by-the previous theorem G is regular w.r.t. A. 
Summarizing the results of Lemmas 4.2, 5.3, 5.4 and Theorem 5.2, we obtain an 
algorithm to determine whether a given normal strongly connected computation 
graph G = (J, E, Q) is regular or not w.r.t. a state A as follows: 
Step 1. Is G terminating w.r.tsl? If yes, then G is regular w.r.tA. If no, then go 
to Step 2. 
Step 2. Take off every edge d = (a, p) E E such that either W, = 0 or there exists 
a simple path h starting from a and ending at p with U,/ W, > x(h). Go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Is there a directed circuit g such that x(g) > l? 
If yes, then G is not regular w.r.t. A. 
If no, then G is regular w.r.t. A. 
An algorithm for termination property in Step 1 has been given in [4]. 
The proof for the decision in Step 3 is straightforward and omitted. The inequality 
> in Step 2 may be replaced with >. 
Also using Lemmas 4.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and the previous 
algorithm, an algorithm to determine whether a given normal computation graph 
G = (J, E, Q) is regular or not w.r.t. A .goes as follows: 
Both Step 1 and Step 2 are the same as those of the previous one. 
Step 3. Eliminate the terminating nodes. 
Step 4. Is there a directed circuit g such that x(g) > l? 
If yes, then G is not regular. 
If no, then go to Step 5. 
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Step 5. Are there simple paths g and h such that both have a common start node 
and a common end node with x(g) #x(h)? 
If yes, then G is not regular. 
If no, then G is regular. 
Theorem 5.2 and ,Lemma 4.1 imply that even a regular strongly connected 
computation graph fails to have the bounded queue property because of the 
possibility of the existence of ultimately dead edges. Thus, it seems that the ultimately 
dead edges have been some of the sources making it difficult to find a simple result 
about some queue properties. If we may ultimately ignore the ultimately dead edges 
by the reason that they are ultimately redundant in specifying the order of firings, 
then we have a very simple result by means of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 4.1: A 
strongly connected computation graph has the bounded queue property if and only if 
it is regular. Thus some of the decision problems referred to in the Introduction are 
cleary solvable in the regular strongly connected computation graphs if the ultimately 
dead edges are ultimately ignored. Also some of the decision problems such as the 
equivalence of firing sequences are solvable in the regular computation graphs using, 
for instance, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
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